
ATTENTION FROM
ALMAGOR

LIFE ON THE PENINSULA
Almagor has had an amazing time at camp!

They are all settled into their cabins. They are

having fun at all the different areas and are

looking forward to the River Trip next week!

BREZ'S BEEN THERE,
DONE THAT: A NOTE
FROM YOUR UNIT HEAD

Second session is starting off fast

and hot! The boys are all having a

great time. They are all getting to

know each other really well. They

are super excited to be here and

try new things!

 

 

 



B3

''Our cabin's favorite activity as

zipline, ski, fishing, swim dock

and woodworking. Whenever

we have time to hang in the

cabin we play cards, hide and

seek, listen to music and read.

Our favorite snacks are Cheese-

Its, chipwiches, and fruit bomb

pops."

CABIN CHAT
B2

"Our cabin has gotten to do

so many fun activities such

as fishing, tubing, tennis,

and basketball. In our

cabin, we like to read, write

letters and play card games

such as Go Fish and War.

The best snacks are fudge

bars and chipwiches."



B5

"Our cabin loves having tubing,

arts and crafts, ski and sail for

focuses and cabin activities.

When we get free time we

play poker, texas hold'em, read

and listen to music. We like

having chipwiches and cheese

sticks for snack."

B4

"We like getting to go tubing,

sailing, and skiing.

We also enjoy playing basketball,

and volleyball. During rest hour

and before bed we play cards

such as Blackjack and President

and write letters. We love having

chipwiches, Rollos, and Ice

Cream sandwiches for a snack."



EVENING PROGRAMS
Every night after dinner, Almagor

has a unit evening program, run by

their unit, Brez.

Unit Nite: After dinner, all of Almagor

got together to learn their Unit Cheers.

They sing these cheers after meals.

 

Bet on your Counselor: Almagor and

Ayelet had a combined evening

program. Each cabin had the

opportunity to bet on a counselor to

complete a challenge. The team who

bet correctly on the most counselors

wins!

 

X-treme Movie: The boys had a relaxing

evening at the Dining Hall where they

watch Evan Almighty with

Younger Hab.

 

Sports Rotation: Almagor spent the

evening at the Landsports fields

playing various games such as

throwing water balloon, capture the

flag, team handball and the grid

master.

 



QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR CAMPER
IN YOUR NEXT LETTER TO THEM

What focuses/cabin activities

did you have this week?

What was your favorite part of

Shabbat?

What activities did you do

during the Backyard Games 

 program?

What is your favorite camp

meal?

 

THINGS TO LOOK FORWARD TO:

River Trip

Shabbat Night Live

Overnite

Bunk Nite

ACTIVITY SPOTLIGHT OF THE WEEK
This week Almagor favorite area was

Landsports! They loved getting to go out on

the fields and play kickball! 


